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Working with Emotional and Behavioral Patterns,  

Addictions and Obsessive Behaviors  

by Noa Ofek 

Note 

The person described in this article is actually a composite figure, drawn from several people 

with similar characteristics sharing a common, predominant feature. The first person singular 

is used to describe the inner experiences of the practitioner and the first person plural to 

describe the process of the teacher and practitioner sharing insights, which arose in shared 

practice. 

 

Introduction 

When I, the author, sat down to write this description, I realized that part of what is described 

here exists in the experiential–emotional space of all of us, but in a smaller dose and at a 

lower intensity. I was reminded of Vyasa’s interpretation of Sutra 1.2: "Yoga is restraining the 

vŗttis of consciousness". Vyasa explains that the problem lies in the amount of fluctuations, 

and that the amount of vrittis should be decreased, but not necessarily stopped altogether.  

A huge gap between what was visible and what happened inside was evident from our first 

meeting. A deep suffering seemed to exist unseen and not spoken about in terms of 

suffering. It was not expressed in a harsh physical condition, yet it existed, carrying on a 

dialogue with the question of life, its nature and form. I understood that what was visible was 

the tip of the iceberg, and that a great effort was being made to prevent an encounter with 

what lay beneath the surface, even concealing it, though it is exposed in all its intensity again 

and again, creating waves, whirlpools, difficult and even dangerous situations. I thought then 

about the definition of the space as a center of a wheel, which looks empty, but is filled with 

happiness or suffering, and determines the course of the wheel, coloring an entire existence 

with its specific identity. 

 

The starting point 

A charismatic and dominating person, highly intellectual, with enormous ambition. 

Obsessively engaging in extreme climbing and survival trekking that require exceptional 

physical abilities and also practicing different combat methods that led to several injuries. 

With a history of substance abuse, depression, finishing professional activity and suicidal 

tendencies. 

At the beginning of the process, restlessness and an inability to focus were particularly 

noticeable. Other features that came up were: distress originating in an inability to 

experience emotions and states of closeness; an internally destructive impulse and fear of it; 

a constant struggle with anger and extreme states of rage; anxiety; fatigue; and states of 

high stress, that bring physical and respiratory distress, headaches, lower back pain and 

trouble sleeping. 
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The cause of suffering:  

After a brief period of practice, the practitioner appeared, from the outside, to have a 

structured and very charismatic personality, while underneath there existed another blurry, 

unstable and tremendously sensitive self. It then turned out that the lack of connection 

between the inner and outer identities and between the hidden and visible parts was the 

source of the suffering. This was what permitted an aggressive but unconscious domination 

of his internal spaces and constant repression and undermining of the uncertain internal 

identity.  

 

The journey undertaken by the student 

I came to understand the need to create conditions that would permit the direction of the 

gaze to change from one that turns only outward to an inward reflection. And furthermore, to 

become familiar with the inner space, engaging in a way that would allow this internal identity 

to "thaw" out of its frozen state and expose itself to the light. 

From my own experience, I knew that practice could bring this deep change, letting the gaze 

change direction, bringing contact with inner layers, with breath, with needs and inner 

feelings in the sensory and emotional spaces. I also knew that practice could be a structured, 

disciplined path where a daily, ongoing process of listening and of separating the seer from 

the seen could be constructed, with awareness of an internal part that is awake, observe and 

listen to the experiences and inner feelings. At the same time, it would become possible for 

seeing patterns in the body and mind and go through a transformation that would strengthen 

the understanding. Later in the process, I read excerpts from a book by the psychoanalyst 

Donald Winnicott, talking about mental functioning in a state of "False Self". According to 

Winnicott, the true self is linked to, and develops out of, internal experiences of the body, the 

heart and the breath. This is established by the mother’s attention to her baby's needs at the 

various stages of his development. 

The True Self comes from aliveness of the body tissues and the 

working of body functions, including the heart’s action and breathing. 

It is closely linked with the idea of the Primary Process, and is, at the 

beginning, essentially not reactive to external stimuli, but primary. 

There is but little point in formulating a True Self idea except for the 

purpose of trying to understand the False Self, because it does no 

more than collect together the details of the experience of aliveness. 

(Donald Winnicott, True Self False Self) 

With this understanding, I put special emphasis on observation and on connection between 

the experiences on the mat and those off it in everyday life, and on a complete integration 

between practice (asana, pranayama) and study. 

This work consisted of weekly meetings and daily personal practice. The weekly meetings 

and personal practice included the eight limbs of yoga (practice and study), learning and 

recognizing the principles of yoga, the yamas and the niyamas, and their implementation on 
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the mat, with practice of observation, breathing (pranayama), and body poses (asanas). At 

the meetings we also studied texts to work on during the following week. 

All meetings started with reflection on the most important experiences from his personal 

practice that had happened during the previous week, linking them to the everyday 

experiences of that week. The meeting continued with study and practical exercises. 

I chose to go down a route which includes a range of possibilities for experience and 

understanding, in order to enable contact, understanding and changing as many layers as 

possible in the domains of experience, emotion and intellect, building from these 

complementary elements as complete a picture as possible. 

 

Symptoms and personal / behavioral issues I have focused on 

During practice many patterns became apparent. I chose to focus on those that seemed to 

dominate the body and breath and which also expressed themselves in everyday life, in the 

relationship with the world, in self-perception, and the response to learning and reading 

classical yoga texts. 

1) False self – a divided outside and inside 

The outside is the significant space. During practice, there was a need to work regularly on a 

fixed sequence of poses. Sometimes it seemed that the important part of the practice was 

knowing the order of the poses and executing them continuously until the end without 

stopping. Any halt for introspection or any change in the order of the poses felt intolerable 

and wiped out the entire practice. Another strong tendency arose too: to achieve an external 

result, "the ultimate position" without relying on the knowing that comes from within or on the 

path which leads to it. 

The need to search for "The Shortest Route" that would provide "The Result" came up 

repeatedly, accompanied by longing for external admiration that would obscure the self-

image hidden inside. 

Sometimes during practice, it was difficult to distinguish between the person the practitioner 

is and the role he performs, like an actor who continues the play even after returning home. 

Relief from this situation or from external demands seemed to come only when leaving the 

regular everyday space, or when in "stay in bed" mode - a state of illness or non-action 

entirely. The exterior space was the significant space. It seems that there was a dependency 

on external eyes that see and adore, in order of being able to experience existence. At the 

same time, there was an attempt to hide and not experience feelings of helplessness, like a 

small child or a baby who needs the touch of its mother to affirm the boundaries of its 

existence from the outside. 

However, there were times in the practice when contact with the experience of the present 

moment did occur and an accurate and very refined knowledge made itself felt. 

In the extreme examples of False Self development, the True Self is so 

well hidden that spontaneity is not a feature in the infant’s person is 

not too great there may be some almost personal living through 
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imitation, and it may even be possible for the child to act a special 

role, that of the True Self as it would be if it had had existence. 

(Donald Winnicott, True Self False Self) 

2) Control, power and lack of boundaries 

In practicing the poses, a compulsive need for control and for obsessive and rapid action 

stood out, an urge to perform the poses to the utmost, using force, and a longing for complex 

poses for ego gratification. A prominent difficulty to be in the present moment was observed, 

to stop, listen and experience subtle physical sensations and identify emotions. Sometimes 

moments of finer listening appeared, but it was difficult to persevere and stay in this place. 

"Use of force" was a default mode, a tool to find a winning solution. Again and again in the 

practice there was a use of action based on power, push and great physical effort. The entire 

practice was dominated by an obsession with endurance and compulsive tests of stamina. 

This led to a strong internal feeling of weakness, a will to let go, to abandon everything, to 

get out of the pose, to collapse. Thus when a feeling of omnipotence and unlimited capacity 

emerged, where anything can be achieved by relying on abilities and strength, it was 

accompanied by anxiety about possible, practical, disastrous results. 

When there has taken place this double abnormality, (i) the False Self 

organized to hide the True Self, and (ii) an attempt on the part of the 

individual to solve the personal problem by the use of a fine intellect, 

a clinical picture results which is peculiar in that it very easily 

deceives. The world may observe academic success of a high degree, 

and may find it hard to believe in the very real distress of the 

individual concerned, who feels ‘phoney’ the more he or she is 

successful. When such individuals destroy themselves in one way or 

another, instead of fulfilling promise, this invariably produces a sense 

of shock in those who have developed high hopes of the individual. 

(Donald Winnicott, True Self False Self) 

3) Pairs of opposites 

During practice and the discussion that followed, feelings and experiences "on the edge" 

came up. The experience was an "all or nothing", black or white, with no shades of gray or 

“in between”. 

Breathing exercises and postures revealed the desire to go through powerful experiences. 

Sitting revealed a longing to experience ecstasy, to be in a different space and exit ordinary 

reality into a free and disconnected place. Sometimes there was some contact with these 

longings through sights, colors and shapes, which was experienced as "success". Less 

dramatic experiences did not "count" at all, and then the whole practice was defined as 

"nothing". Gradually, this situation changed.  Alongside the harsh experiences and the use of 

force, more subtle experiences and feelings appeared. 

A striking and significant pair of opposites in and outside practice was a state of dependency 
and attachment being replaced by the experience of disconnection and separation. 
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Throughout the entire process, feelings of absolute dependence came up and were opposed 
by the need to be independent and to control the path and where to put the emphasis in the 
practice. 

In asana practice, there were moments when resistance came up along with difficulty in 
feeling contact with the ground, the force of gravity and the re-bound force. These 
experiences changed suddenly and turned into an ability to experience very subtle and 
precise feelings. 

 

The goals and the path to change 

The entire practice was designed to create new conditions that would constantly bring 

awareness, contact and familiarity with internal experiences. To achieve this I focused on the 

following: 

Practice as a listening space and a wakeful mind 

The purpose of the practice is to create a space for curiosity and discovery, free from the 
need to respond, liberated from over-doing, from thinking, from judging and from the need to 
arrive and achieve. 

Special emphasis was placed on refining the ability to see beyond observing details in the 

space of body and breath. This reduced the need for strong and absolute experiences in 

practice and outside it. 

Another issue that we looked into was the subject of pre-knowing. The practice encouraged 

observation or suspending the gaze in order to allow exploration and discovery in the present 

moment and to develop an ongoing encounter with the emotions (desire and rejection) and 

with repeated behavioral patterns. The need for a "solution" was examined, for finding 

answers to questions that arose in practice, answers that would come from outside. In turn 

this gave rise to the option of going back and identifying answers from within. This work 

strengthened the ability to wait for clarification from within, when an inner need or condition 

would clarify when and how to act. The ability to cope with "not-knowing" increased, as did 

selecting from amongst the different tools the practice offered. The mind was empowered to 

deal with ever more subtle feelings, while the obsessive need for "interpretation" and for 

extreme experiences in and outside practice was reduced. 

Breathing as a powerful leading space  

Breathing slowly became an available and regular space, always present, connecting inward 

and allowing a "return to home" like an anchor in a storm. 

I put a special emphasis on exhaling as surrendering to gravity and reducing the use of force 

against it, as well as on the pace of the breath and the possibility of pausing at the end of 

exhalation. This developed subtle awareness and attention to the influence of these 

conditions on the physical and emotional space. 

It became obvious through breathing exercises, observation and control of breathing, slowing 

and pausing, that it was possible to be in an open state of investigation, to be present in the 

gap between a desire and its satisfaction, between a thought or emotion and a response to it. 

The ability to "be" and to wait for things to happen by themselves was discovered and thus 

the ability to look and intend before doing was also increased.
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Quieting the mind – silence as part of the identity 

At the beginning of the practice we used to dedicate a few minutes to observing the breath. 

Mostly the fluctuations of consciousness were numerous and rapid and the respiratory rate 

was quick. We continued observing the breath a few minutes more to let the fluctuations 

diminish. Often, nagging thoughts continued, rising up with great emotional intensity or with 

obsessive preoccupation with an event that had happened during the week, filling most of the 

space in consciousness. When this occurred, we performed a few exercises before 

pranayama, to encourage relaxation and release: 

1. Bumblebee (bhramari) i.e. breathing out with a humming sound; closing the ears and 

eyes with the hands; relaxing, gathering the senses in and stilling the mind.  

2. Lying on the back and performing the external Vayus. 

3. Lying on the back, or sitting, directing the gaze to a particular area of the body and its 

contact with the ground. 

4. Bellows breathing (Kapalabathi). 

5. Practicing the internal Vayus to anchor and stabilize space to allow "returning home". 

Later this would become a daily tool, integrated into “doing”, on and off the mat. 

Duality as wholeness  

Through learning to keep the mind aware and observing details, it became possible to 

identify the various spaces as separate from each other, and thus to be able to acknowledge 

the relationship between them, seeing them as parts of one whole space, without them 

canceling each other out. Through the practice of "alternate breathing" (Nadi Shodana) the 

differences and similarities between the two sides could be experienced. 

Practicing the internal Vayus, keeping the back broad and quiet while doing them, provided 

an experience of front and back spaces and the relationship between them. Over time, the 

ability to hold within him a wider range of situations, emotions and qualities was developed. 

He could experience them as part of his whole personal space. Experiencing pairs of 

opposites became possible for him: action and relaxation, looking inward and outward 

simultaneously, acting out of an internal time-space while paying attention to external rhythm 

and functioning. 

Practice and "non–craving" 

Here the emphasis was on letting go of the desire to act, keeping the eyes in the back of the 

head, and working on doing less and observing more those processes that occur on their 

own. We have identified a state of overdoing and of "pushing the boundaries", as opposed to 

observing the boundaries while paying attention to the breath and the contact with the 

ground, which let the boundaries expand. 

Relaxation of effort  

We worked on this issue in two different ways. 

First, we dealt with relaxation within an alert and active state, constructing a peaceful and 

stable center, which maintained a relationship with both the ground and the periphery of the 

body. Rooting, transferring the weight to the body part in contact with the ground and 

suspending the gaze.  Gripping and overexertion could then be given up. 

Secondly, we dealt with relaxation within an inactive state. We practiced guided relaxation 

where the body relaxes and the mind gives up states of understanding, grasping and 
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memory for the benefit of watching with awareness (yoga nidra). This practice was 

particularly helpful with sleep disorders and in engaging with emotional experiences. 

The discovery of how important relaxation is at the end of practice was of particular interest. 

It was appreciated as a state where control ceases, where a powerful physical experience 

became possible and feelings could surface. 

Reading texts 

Through reading classical yoga texts, we discovered that those who walked this path long 

before us had similar experiences and questions arising from practice. Our study and 

discussion created a space to share and confirm experiences, feelings and desires that 

practice brought up and led to a deeper understanding of the universality of human nature. 

Below are some examples of texts we studied and the issues that came up. 

Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: 

Sutra 1.3: "Then the dwelling of the See'er is in his own form". The self and the 

ability to distinguish between self and aspects that are not the self. 

Sutra 2:46 to 2:48: Pairs of opposites, the ability to move beyond the experience of 

opposites 

Sutras 2.4 and 2.5: Understanding the pain and obstacles in human nature and how it 

is possible to reduce them. 

Sutra 4.3 Gave rise to a discussion about excessive non-doing and right action 

associated with contemplation and knowledge of the field. 

Isha Upanishad: The search for the true, unchanging self. 

Zen in the Art of Archery by Eugen Herrigel:  Wakeful presence and its influence on 

“doing” on and off the mat. Cultivating the ability to wait and identify processes that 

reveal the inner wisdom of body and mind. Identifying actions resulting from internal, 

organic processes of the Body–Consciousness connection, compared with actions 

resulting from the desire to achieve external goals that enhance the power of the 

false self. 

Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind by Shunryu Suzuki: The relationship between body and mind 

states. Awareness of a state of expanded consciousness. 
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Summary  

Joint work and daily practice meant that preconceptions could be recognized. Together with 

this recognition, new and significant impressions developed and intensified and preconceived 

impressions decreased. In addition, the understanding was gained that the development of 

impressions depends on creating enabling conditions such as regular daily practice, reading 

and study. A sense of the gap between practice experiences and life experiences was 

created, but reading texts helped with understanding and containing it. This situation raised a 

yearning for a total change and equally, a great resistance to change. Slowly, practice 

became a protected space, to identify and shed the masks, where introspection took place 

out of compassion in a real, sensitive and vulnerable space, and it became possible to 

identify new impressions of stability and peace. Over time, the ability to listen both inwardly 

and outwardly to “the other” and the world developed, and the need to respond, judge or act 

physically and mentally was reduced 

The ability increased to choose breathing as an anchor for powerful physical and emotional 

states such as desire, anger and fear. This reduced the impulse to react immediately and let 

the time and manner of any response be chosen rather than dictated. This increased 

confidence in the existence of a wakeful internal part of the self that was balanced and 

stable. 

Practice has become an integral and meaningful part of life. At times when there was a 

relapse to a survival, combative way of life, there was deterioration in the quality of both 

internal life and everyday life, and in the practice. The quality of attention altered. Daily 

practice was shorter and was influenced by the day’s experiences and impressions, by 

ambition, obsessive activity and survival. The gap between the seer and the doer grew. 

These conditions severely hampered the existence of a quiet and alert space, strengthened 

the kleshas (pain, suffering) and the resulting vrttis (fluctuations of the mind) led to familiar 

patterns of non-listening and possessiveness intensifying. The presence of the true self was 

weakened and the relationship with it faded. But, unlike previously, this process now took 

place in a wakeful state, which was reinforced and received confirmation of its existence by 

means of rational explanations about the need to return to and maintain a demanding way of 

life. 

When such relapses happened, it was necessary to stick to the practice and strengthen its 

presence. It was necessary to go back and create conditions that supported the existence of 

the "seer", to let the inner gaze identify sensations in the body and breath, and thus enhance 

the experience of the existence of the true self. 

As Winnicott wrote: 

When a False Self becomes organized in an individual who has a high 

intellectual potential there is a very strong tendency for the mind to 

become the location of the False Self and in this case there develops 

adissociation between intellectual activity and psycho-somatic 

existence. In the healthy Individual, it must be assumed the mind is 

not something for the individual to exploit in escape from psycho-

somatic being. (Donald Winnicott, True Self False Self) 
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According to the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: 

I.2  Yoga is restraining the vŗttis of citta (consciousness) 

I.3  Then the dwelling of the ‘See'er in his own form 

I.4 Otherwise the same form as the vŗttis [is taken by the ‘See’er] 

II.5  Avidya is envisioning the permanent, the pure, the joyful and the atman in what is 

impermanent, impure, painful and not the atman. 

I. 29 Then inward-mindedness is reached, and also the obstacles disappear. 

 

The promise that appears in the following sutra has a special meaning for me: 

I.50 The samskāra born from that impedes the other samskāras. 
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